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ABSTRACT
Faults affecting the automotive engines will
potentially cause enlarged emissions, raised
fuel consumption or engine damage. These
negative impacts could also be prevented, or a
minimum of relieved, if faults can be detected
and isolated during a timely manner. The us
Federal and State regulations dictate that
automotive engines operate with an aboard
Diagnosis (OBD) system to alter the detection
of faults leading to enlarged emissions. In this
paper, we have a tendency to survey and discuss
the various aspects of fault detection and
identification in automotive engine systems.
Keywords: OBD, automotive engine, SI
engine.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Why diagnosing within the automotive field?
The field of automotive engineering has seen
associate explosion within the presence of
electronic parts and systems on-board vehicles
since the Nineteen Seventies. This growth was
at first driven by the introduction of emissions
laws that junction rectifier to the widespread
application of electronic engine controls. A
secondary however vital consequence of those
developments was the adoption of on-board
medicine laws aimed at inspiring that emission
management systems remained functional for a
prescribed amount of your time (or vehicle
mileage).
This is combined by general wear out of
mechanical, electrical and electronic parts. To
date, on-board diagnostic systems (OBD) have
inherit play to deal with faults once vehicles are
utilized by customers. OBD are integrated in
ECUs to observe and diagnose vehicle faults
such diagnostic hassle codes (DTCs) relevant to
the faults are set and logged within the ECUs’

memory for later off-board, return-todealership-based
fault
analysis
and
rectification. Despite the accessible OBD,
diagnostic techniques have mostly been centred
on individual or defined areas of a vehicle, e.g.
engine management, brakes and steering. In an
exceedingly vehicle wherever only many ECUs
and communication messages are deployed,
ancient off-board diagnostics are often
adequate. As system quality continues to
extend, off-board diagnostic approaches
became a lot of expensive and generally
ineffective, leading to high levels of “no-faultfound”, incorrect element replacement and
increased guarantee prices. Recent years have
seen analysis work on a paradigm shift from
off-board dealership-based diagnosis and repair
to on-board remotely-assisted diagnosing and
in-vehicle repair (AmorSegan et al., 2007). It’s
anticipated that the new on-board vehicle
diagnosing theme can improve client
expectations and satisfaction for vehicle
responsibility.

II.

MOTIVATION

With the expansion in complexity in exhaust
emissions rules, and also the attendant increase
in complexness within the hardware and
software system needed to meet such rules, the
task of meting OBD rules has become quite
difficult. Especially, the OBD challenge for
Diesel engines and associated exhaust after
treatment systems is notable, requiring the
detection of faults that result in terribly little
changes in regulated exhaust gas emissions, of
the order of tens of ppm.
A second motivation for the introduction of onboard diagnostic algorithms has been the
introduction of safety systems on-board
vehicles. In recent years, increasing attention to
safety has light-emitting diode to the
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introduction of antilock braking systems,
traction management systems, electronic
stability management systems, and passive and
active restraints. Many safety functions are the
topic of progressively stringent rules. The
introduction of active systems that can have an
effect on the security of a vehicle, like braking,
traction and stability management, and also the
introduction of by wire systems to implement
these functions, has generated different wants
in nosology.
The third area that has seen a growth in
diagnostics is related to client satisfaction. Even
in subsystems wherever diagnostic necessities
aren't legislated, nor are they mandated by the
presence safety-critical functions, there may be
some vital benefits in having diagnostic
algorithms on-board the vehicle for the aim of
guaranteeing customer satisfaction and overall
quality. The use of diagnostic algorithms to
scale back false positives which will lead to
vital guarantee prices for makers has been a
theme of interest to automotive makers, and
conjointly to system suppliers, who might
incorporate diagnostics directly into sensors or
actuators. Accurate diagnosis will cut back the
incidence of faulty elements or the incidence of
elements being replaced after they are actually
still smart (i.e., false positives). [1]

Misfire detection: Engine misfire detection is
AN important part of OBD systems since
engine misfire will induce an increasing level of
exhaust emissions and simultaneously injury
the converter. Many methods are projected
within the literature to deal with this problem
together with algorithms supported variation in
engine shaft angular speed (also acceleration
and torque), sparkplug voltage, oxygen sensor
signal, knowledgebase expert system, and
neural networks.
The first approach for misfire detection is
predicated on the evaluation of the instant
angular speed signal without using an engine
model. These ways value the characteristics of
the time-domain, angular-domain or frequencydomain engine speed signal. The extracted
features area unit then won’t to sight misfire

through straightforward threshold check or
additional
advanced
decision-making
algorithms. Most of those algorithms provide
satisfactory results at low speeds, however due
to the shortage of a proper engine model it's
troublesome to correct the influence of the
inertia torsion at higher engine speeds.
The second approach is predicated on the
utilization of model based techniques, where a
dynamic engine model to estimate the indicated
torque or in-cylinder pressure is utilised.
Rizzoni [1] and Connolly and Rizzoni [2]
proposed an algorithm to estimate the effective
torque based on the deconvolution in the
frequency domain. As the inertia torque
depends onthe mean angular speed, this term is
added to obtain the indicated torque. Rizzoni
[3], Kao and Moskwa [4], and Wang and Chu
[5] proposed the use of sliding mode observers
to estimate the indicated torque, while Kiencke
[6] proposed a Kalman filter-based algorithm.
To tackle the issue of high complexity of the
torque-estimation methods discussed above,
researchers have tried to improve the real-time
implementability and its use for on-line misfire
detection [7].
Energy models are used for misfire detection by
Tinaut et al., wherever they outline 2
dimensionless energy indices for every cylinder
with the primary index evaluating the
amendment in kinetic energy throughout the
compression stroke and also the second
evaluating the modification in kinetic energy
throughout the growth stroke. These two
indices collectively provide a tool to sight the
fault condition of every cylinder.

III.

APPROACHES
DIAGNOSIS

TO

FAULT

Generally speaking, one will characterize
approaches to fault diagnosing as
• Information-based: supported data and using
system identification techniques to spot
models;
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• physics model-based, that is, supported a
model that has some prognosticative quality
supported physical initial principles.
In reality, no approach is totally physicsmodel-based or fully experimental, as a result
of each approach that uses information usually
has some quite associate degree underlying
model, and every physics-model-based
approach needs a particular amount of
empirical standardization, so in reality each
approach we use is really a mix of experimental
and physics-model-based techniques. It’s our
opinion that, whenever potential, models
supported the physics of the process ought to be
used. What constitutes a model is subject to
interpretation, of course. A model is, in general,
meant to be a set of differential and/or algebraic
equations, however will take several forms. The
key idea is that one ought to taking under
consideration a physical understanding of the
system at the terribly onset. It is also vital to
grasp that once one talks regarding modelbased approaches in nosology, these might need
models that have bigger fidelity than the models
that are required to develop the management
algorithms. This is often one of the basic
challenges in diagnostics: so as to be able to
sight minor variations between the traditional
operation of a system and its faulty operation,
one needs to have fairly subtle models, or an
awfully solid understanding of the physical
principles that underlie the processes
SCR system monitoring:
Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) may be a
well-proven NO reduction technology used in
power generation for quite thirty years and
recently in automotive diesel engines. SCR
catalysts are considered the technology of
alternative for future heavy applications,
whereas LNTs seem to be brighter for
passenger cars and light trucks. This is often
thanks
to
the
conversion
potency,
responsibleness and cost-effectiveness for
regenerating the system victimisation the
aboard fuel.
There has not been abundant effort on the event
of monitoring strategies for SCR systems. It is,
however, noted that all the after treatment

systems share a typical sort of failure that is to
be monitored for: catalyst aging. Ammonia
storage capability is a crucial parameter directly
reflective the SCR catalyst aging. Estimation of
this parameter is then useful in watching the
SCR system physical conditions
EGR system monitoring:
The exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) system is
needed to be monitored for 3 primary failure
modes: low flow, high flow, and slow response
to achieve the specified flow. EGR is one
among the first oxides of nitrogen (NO2)
emission management mechanisms for the
majority of engine makers, and it's essential that
the desired rate of flow is being delivered.
Consequently, most manufacturers utilize
feedback management systems to modulate the
EGR valve to achieve a desired rate of flow.
The feedback system sometimes uses a MAF
detector, and therefore the system compensates
for little errors to realize the specified flow rate.
As long because the system will give the
specified rate of flow, emissions keep
comparatively low. However, once the system
can now not accomplish the flow it desires or it
takes too long to reach the specified
recirculation flow, emissions will increase
dramatically. For a system that's feedback
controlled to an actual rate of flow, this
emission increase shouldn't occur until the
system is getting ready to its management
limits, e.g., cannot compensate and deliver the
specified rate of flow. Additionally, the
performance of the EGR cooler conjointly
ought to be monitored to confirm its ample
cooling capability.
PF system monitoring:
As described thoroughly in [8], the sole
technology obtainable to satisfy the diesel
particulate filter (DPF) leak watching demand
in 2007 was a pressure detector combined with
a flow measurement. This was typically found
to be of restricted capability [9] thanks to very
little or no separation between healthy and
broken filters and comprehensive implications
on the monitor frequency. the most conducive
think about the limited performance of the DPF
medical specialty strategies based mostly on
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pressure sensors is that the high tolerance
caused by the sensor thanks to noise factors not
measured by the engine control system,
additionally because the driving conditions
underneath which the watching happens
Detection and diagnosing of engine detector
faults:
Sensor systems area unit essential parts all told
trendy engineering systems. These mensuration
systems are extensively used not solely to get
system operational information however
conjointly to see management actions. A sensor
fault is usually characterised by a modification
within the detector parameters or in its
operational characteristics. The detection and
diagnosing of those unsought changes plays an
essential role in the operation of the many
engineering systems, and automotive systems
are not any exception to the present.

IV.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a summary of diagnostic
desires and methodologies within the
automotive field. The field of technology has
seen an explosion within the presence of
electronic parts and systems on-board vehicles
since the Seventies. This growth was at first
motivated by the introduction of emissions
regulations that light-emitting diode to the
widespread application of electronic engine
controls. A secondary however necessary
consequence of those developments was the
adoption of on-board diagnostics rules aimed at
insuring that emission management systems
would operate as supposed for a prescribed
amount of your time (or vehicle mileage).
Additionally, the presence of micro-controllers
on-board the vehicle has LED to a proliferation
of different functions related to safety and client
convenience, and enforced through electronic
systems and related code, so making the
necessity for additional sophisticated on-board
diagnostics.
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